
Reverb

Three families of reverb tools/technologies:

1. acoustic
2. mechanical
3. digital

“Room Tracks” and “reverb chambers” are two types of ________ reverb tools.

“Spring” and “Plate” are two types of ________ reverb tools.

“Algorithmic “ and “Convolution” are two types of  ________  reverb tools.

Write out Sabine’s Equation:

What does “V” stand for in Sabine’s Equation?

What does “A” stand for in Sabine’s Equation?

What does “RT” stand for in Sabine’s Equation?

Are concert halls for classical music typically made to absorb or reflect sound?

Name the two necessary absorbers in a concert hall:

Most residential areas use sheetrock. Sheetrock does not reflect all frequencies evenly. . .

Sheetrock is therefore not considered to be a ____  _________ reflector.

Concrete, stone, and tile are examples of ____  _________ reflectors.

kitchens, basements and bathrooms have historically been used to create ________ reverbs

_________ reverb is built into many guitar amps, and has been a staple of guitar tone over 
many decades.



__________ reverbs are a form of mechanical reverb that offers an increase in sonic complexity 
over spring reverb. These reverbs are made of a large sheet of metal.

What are the two types of digital reverbs?

1.
2.

A(n) __________ reverb is a complex digital system of many resonating and effected delays.

____________ reverbs use impulse responses to digitally recreate the complex sounds of the 
reverberation of real physical spaces. 

*Digital reverbs have settings that mimic Rooms, Chambers, Springs, & Plates.*

List 3 advantages of reverb effects loops:

1.
2.
3.

*Using an effects loop is an example of parallel processing.*

When using a reverb on an AUX track, the wet/dry mix on the reverb should typically be set to 
_____ % wet.

Critical Reverb Parameters:

 
_____________ describes the wash of reverberant energy. The industry standard unit of 
measurement is RT60.

_____________  is the gap in time between the direct sound and the onset of the reverb tail.

“Diffusion”, “Density” and “room size” are more abstract parameters on reverb units, and are not 
uniform across different units


